Mobile Changing Unit Conditions for Use
Do ensure that you fully read & understand these Conditions for Use before using.
Only to be used by Little Hiccups families at Little Hiccups events and with the
acknowledgement of a Little Hiccups Trustee.
Only to be used by those who require a Mobile Changing Unit. Not suitable for use as a
Baby Changing Facility.
Maximum Safe Working Load (SWL) = 120 Kg or 19 stone. Do not overload the Mobile
Changing Unit!
DO NOT attempt to modify or repair the Mobile Changing Unit, its components or any of
its accessories in any way; doing so could potentially result in a hazard.
When using the Mobile Changing Unit, the User should never be left unattended; doing
so could potentially result in a hazard.
Never let any Person stand on any part of the Mobile Changing Unit.
Side Rails must ALWAYS be used
Any signs of damage or hygiene issues must be reported immediately to a Little
Hiccups Trustee
Use paper couch roll before use of Mobile Changing Unit and throw away after use; to
remove all soiled clothing and to NOT use the facilities to wash soiled clothing as this
can cause contamination. Bags are available for use.
Mobile Changing Unit Record of Use form must be completed
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Placing the User onto the Mobile Changing Unit
Once the Shower Trolley and Deck are fully assembled, you may proceed to place the
User onto the Deck.
1. Ensure that there is a Side Rail fitted to the far side of the Deck, and that it is
secured in Place.
2. Position the Mobile Changing Unit so that there is sufficient access around it to
manoeuvre the User into position, and then apply all 4 brakes.
3. The User should be lowered vertically down onto the centre of the vinyl deck.
Always keep the User as central as possible on the Mobile Changing Unit Deck.
4. Once the User is comfortably & securely lay on the deck ensure that the second
Side Rail is fitted.
NEVER sit anybody on the edge of the Deck; this could result in the unit tipping.
NEVER load the Head or Foot Ends of the Deck more than the centre of the Deck;
doing can result in instability & the Unit tipping.
WARNING: Before any User transfers, make sure that the surrounding floor is dry and
free of obstruction
WARNING: Ensure all 4 brakes are applied before moving a User onto the Deck.
Always try to avoid large impacts to the Leit Shower Trolley. Careless
manoeuvring/pushing of the Shower Trolley into obstructions can damage the paintwork
and will shorten the lifespan of the Unit.
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After Use
After use, please ensure that the Mobile Changing Unit is wiped down with a clean,
damp cloth or baby wipes and dried with a towel.
Any waste must be taken away with Carer.
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Liability
1. Without prejudice to clause 2, Little Hiccups's maximum aggregate liability for
breach of these terms and conditions, whether arising in contract, tort (including
negligence), misrepresentation or otherwise, shall in no circumstances exceed £1.
2. Nothing in this agreement shall exclude or in any way limit:
a. either party's liability for death or personal injury caused by its own negligence;
or
b. either party's liability for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
3. These terms and conditions sets forth the full extent of Little Hiccups's obligations
and liabilities in respect of the Equipment and its use to the those using it. In
particular, there are no conditions, warranties or other terms, express or implied,
including as to quality, fitness for a particular purpose or any other kind whatsoever,
that are binding on Little Hiccups except as specifically stated in this agreement.
Any condition, warranty or other term concerning the Equipment which might
otherwise be implied into or incorporated within this agreement, whether by statute,
common law or otherwise, is expressly excluded.
4. Without prejudice to clause 2, neither party shall be liable under this agreement for
any:
a. loss of profit;
b. loss of revenue
c. loss of business; or
d. indirect or consequential loss or damage.
in each case, however caused, even if foreseeable.
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